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8 We theoretically and experimentally introduce the concept of the local density of states (LDOS)
9 associated with propagative surface plasmons (PSPs) launched along a structured thin gold film (a concept

10 we call PSP LDOS). The alternative method couples a near-field optical microscope, in either the classical
11 or the quantum regime of excitation, to a far-field leakage-radiation microscope. This method allows for
12 selecting and collecting a very narrow portion of the directional SP wave vectors, thereby offering sufficient
13 resolution to probe the collimation efficiency of a SP beam for a source near the focal point of a Bragg
14 parabolic reflector. We are able to build and image the PSP LDOS in a fully integrated quantum SP
15 launcher by depositing a diamond nanocrystal hosting nitrogen-vacancy centers at the focal point of the
16 mirror. Our demonstration of the PSP LDOS with quantized SPs offers alternative prospects in the field of
17 quantum plasmonics.

DOI:

18 I. INTRODUCTION

19 Controlling the emission of a pointlike dipole in a
20 complex environment is a central issue for nanophotonics
21 and nanoplasmonics [1–6]. In this context, the key quantity
22 to be measured is the local density of states (LDOS), which
23 generalizes the concept of the Purcell factor [7]. The LDOS
24 defines the ability of a dipole to populate the various optical
25 modes available in a given environment [8,9]. Since the
26 environment is complex in nanophotonics, both in compo-
27 sition and geometry, the LDOS strongly depends on the
28 dipole location and orientation. This dependence entails
29 the peculiar role played by evanescent waves dressing the
30 objects. In recent years, the photonic LDOS was explored
31 in nanostructures supporting resonant or localized surface
32 plasmon (LSP) modes by means of near-field optical
33 microscopes (NSOMs) [10,11] that allow for an acute
34 position control of a dipolar pointlike tip in the optical near
35 field [12–14]. Alternative powerful methods have been
36 developed to record these LSP-LDOS near-metal nano-
37 particles [15–18], colloidal-particle networks [19], or single
38 nanoholes [20]. However, to date, no method has been
39 proposed to operate precise studies of propagative SP (PSP)
40 LDOS on extended and nanostructured metal-dielectric
41 planar systems, where propagating SPs are natural infor-
42 mation vehicles for photons along micrometers. Since
43 propagative SPs offer a range of technological applications
44 for two-dimensional information transfer, it becomes cru-
45 cial to define a protocol for recording PSP LDOS. This
46 issue is the first to be considered in this article. Moreover, in

47the context of quantum-information processing, one would
48ultimately like to control and map these PSP LDOS using a
49quantum fluorescent emitter scanning over the plasmonic
50system [21]. This knowledge is indeed particularly relevant
51since current research focuses on the coupling of quantum
52emitters to metal nanoantennas [10,14], waveguides [1,22],
53or structured metal films [23,24], for the ultimate purpose
54of developing fully integrated and optimized single-SP
55sources. This issue is the second one that we tackle in
56this work.
57In this article, we introduce a general experimental and
58theoretical scheme for mapping the PSP LDOS in extended
59and planar devices using a NSOM coupled to resolved
60back-focal-plane imaging [see Fig. 1(a)]. We demonstrate
61that this association provides the high contrast and reso-
62lution needed for PSP-LDOS measurements. As a second
63step, we exploit the PSP-LDOS protocol to implement an
64optimized SP collimator working in the quantum regime.
65For the purpose of this work, we consider two types of
66NSOM probes, made of either a classical 100-nm aperture
67tip or a quantum nitrogen-vacancy- (NV) based optical tip.
68The latter [25] provides a way to accurately position a
69single-photon source in a complex environment, spatially
70limited by the 80-nm nanodiamond that hosts the NVs.
71Both sorts of tips are placed in the near field of a gold film
72to convert the light they emit into propagative SPs. In order
73to map the SP propagation, we use a leakage-radiation
74microscope (LRM) that records the coupled light trans-
75mitted through the thin metal layer in the glass substrate
76[24,26–31]. Briefly, an elementary SP characterized by its
77in-plane wave vector kSP leaks into the glass [see Fig. 1(a)]
78and couples to light of in-plane wave vector k, matching the*aurelien.drezet@neel.cnrs.fr
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79 real part of kSP. Leaky waves are emitted at the
80 fixed angle ΘLRM defined by the condition Re½kSP� ¼
81 ð2π=λÞng sinðΘLRMÞ (where ng is the glass-substrate optical
82 index and λ the optical wavelength). Being a far-field
83 method, a LRM is powerful in mapping SP propagation
84 over a metal film and has been applied in the context of
85 quantum plasmonics, i.e., for the demonstration of single-
86 SP launching, a wave-particle-duality test, and a measure-
87 ment of second-order temporal and spatial coherence
88 [23,32]. Furthermore, the LRM also provides a way for
89 determining the plane-wave angular spectrum associated
90 with the intensity distribution ISPðkSPÞ in the Fourier space
91 [24,26,29–31]. This approach defines a methodology for
92 mapping the PSP LDOS in the kSP space, as demon-
93 strated below.

94 II. PROOF OF PRINCIPLE

95 The plasmonic device we consider is a Bragg parabolic
96 mirror [28] made of five confocal slits (each with a 150 nm
97 width) milled using a focused ion beam (FIB) in a 50-nm-
98 thick gold film. The Bragg condition is such that a pointlike
99 source located near the focus excites propagative SPs

100 subsequently reflected along the symmetry axis of the
101 in-plane mirror. An optical image of the structure recorded
102 using a far-field illumination is displayed in Fig. 1(b).
103 Prior to going to the PSP-LDOS measurements, it is
104 necessary to interpret the LRM images of the parabolic
105 reflector (see also Ref. [32]), first with the classical tip
106 used for excitation (λexc ¼ 633 nm). Typical LRM images
107 recorded by a camera capturing the SP propagation in the
108 Fourier plane of an oil-immersion objective are displayed in
109 Fig. 2(a) and in the direct image plane in Fig. 2(b). The tip
110 is located above the metal film (the tip-surface distance is
111 kept at h≃ 20 nm) near the parabolas’ common focus F.
112 The thin ring observed in the Fourier plane is the typical

113signature of the leaky SPs launched by the NSOM tip [26].
114In the direct plane, the 2D profile shows a SP wave
115generated by an in-plane electric dipole which is also
116visible in Fig. 2(a) as an anisotropy in the radiation profile.
117When the tip is positioned at F, the emitted SPs reflected by
118the Bragg mirror are strongly collimated along a specific k
119direction [see Fig. 2(a)]. The same behavior is observed in
120the direct-plane image as shown in Fig. 2(b), where several
121fringes are also superposed to the initial SP wave induced
122by the NSOM tip for SPs launched by the same NSOM tip
123on a plain gold film [see the inset of Fig. 2(b)].
124In order to theoretically describe LRM images, we use a
125modal expansion into transverse-magnetic (TM) and -
126electric (TE) waves [24,29]. Considering an oscillating
127pointlike electric dipole μe−iωt (with ðω=cÞ ¼ ð2π=λÞ)
128located at a height h above the air-gold interface, we
129express the radiated intensity in the Fourier plane as a
130function of the in-plane wave vector k of the radiated light.
131Here, the TM term dominates [24,29] and we have

ITMðkÞ≃ η

�
�
�
�
�
�

μ · ẑ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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�
�
�
�
�

2

FSPðkÞ; ð1Þ

132where ẑ is a unit vector along the z-optical axis, η is an
133overall detection efficiency taking into account the trans-
134mission of the microscope objective, and FSPðkÞ is a
135resonant SP Lorentzian profile [29]. In order to simulate
136the Fourier-plane image of Fig. 2(a), we coherently add to
137the field generated by the NSOM tip the contribution due
138to the Bragg mirror. We describe this additional term as a
139sum of N elementary electric dipoles μp (p ¼ 1; 2;…; N)
140obtained by discretizing the parabolic mirrors (the method
141is explained in Ref. [24]). Each μp is excited by the SP

F1:1 FIG. 1. Principle of the experiment. (a) Either a classical-
F1:2 aperture NSOM tip (not shown here) or an active NV-based
F1:3 NSOM tip excites SPs on a 50-nm-thick gold film evaporated on
F1:4 a glass substrate. Leakage radiation of the emitted SPs in the
F1:5 Fourier plane (1) in a given direction or (2) collected with a high-
F1:6 numerical-aperture (NA) microscope objective. (b) Image of the
F1:7 direct plane of the structured gold film in transmission under
F1:8 global illumination. Five confocal parabolic slits, each of 150 nm
F1:9 width, are milled by a FIB. Most SPs emitted by a dipole located

F1:10 at the focus point (the green double arrow) are reflected in the
F1:11 same direction by the parabolas’ induced dipoles (the yellow
F1:12 double arrow), giving a collimated SP beam.

F2:1FIG. 2. LRM images [recorded, respectively, in the (a) Fourier
F2:2and (b) direct planes] with a classical NSOM tip facing the gold
F2:3film at the focus of the parabolas. The inset in (a) is an
F2:4enlargement of the simulation for the Fourier-plane zone col-
F2:5lected by fiber 1. The inset in (b) is a LRM image obtained with
F2:6the same NSOM tip along the plain metal film (500 nm is the
F2:7scale bar for the inset). In (a) NA stands for numerical aperture. In
F2:8(b), a double white arrow indicates the dipole orientation. The
F2:9closest parabola to the focus point F is represented by a white

F2:10dashed curve.
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142 field ESPðxp;x0Þ acting at the dipole location xp ≔
143 ½xp; yp; zp ¼ 0�, while the tip is located at x0≔ ½x0;y0;h�.
144 We model the coupling between μp and ESPðxp;x0Þ by a
145 linear relation μp ¼ ξ½ESPðxp;x0Þ · n̂p�n̂p where ξ is a
146 constant polarizability and n̂p is an in-plane unit vector
147 oriented along the normal to the parabola at xp.
148 We present, in the inset of Fig. 2(a), an enlargement of
149 the simulated back-focal-plane image [24,29] obtained with
150 the tip located at the parabola focus. It is in a very good
151 agreement with the experiment.
152 We now turn on to the PSP-LDOS demonstration. The
153 principle [32] is sketched in Fig. 1(a). The tip brought in the
154 near field of the metallic film shines on SPs, which leak and
155 are recorded in the Fourier plane. Subsequently, after
156 selecting and detecting only light leaking along a specific
157 wave-vector direction, we map the partial PSP LDOS
158 associated with this wave vector by scanning the tip while
159 maintaining the detection direction fixed in the Fourier
160 plane. As shown below, we unambiguously define the
161 partial PSP LDOS with a high k resolution in the
162 Fourier space.
163 For this purpose, it is worth remembering that the full
164 LDOS ρLDOSðω;x0Þ associated with a dipole μe−iωt is
165 given by [8,12,33]

ρLDOSðω;x0Þ ¼
3

πω2jμj2 Pðω;x0Þ; ð2Þ

166 where Pðω;x0Þ is the total energy rate of the oscillating
167 dipole (including radiative and nonradiative exchanges
168 with the environment). For a simple two-level quantum
169 emitter [33], we have Pðω;x0Þ ¼ ℏωΓðω;x0Þ, where Γ is
170 the full decay rate including dissipation in the metal. As
171 the LRM only accounts for radiative SP modes, we
172 define the partial PSP LDOS by integrating the radiative
173 power along a fraction of the back focal plane intersect-
174 ing the SP ring [see Fig. 2(a)]. The partial PSP-LDOS
175 measurement is achieved using two motorized 50-μm
176 multimode fibers placed in the back focal plane of the
177 microscope [see also Ref. [32]]. We use these fibers to
178 collect a fraction δPðω;k;x0Þ of the Fourier space in the
179 area δ2k. The radius of each fiber represents only a ratio
180 r ¼ 3% of the SP ring radius, meaning that only an
181 angular ratio r=π ≃ 1% of the total PSP LDOS is
182 recorded. Therefore, this method provides a way to
183 experimentally define an angularly resolved PSP LDOS
184 with a resolution of 1% (which could be improved by
185 reducing the collection-fiber diameter). We define the
186 concept of partial PSP LDOS as

δρPSP LDOSðω;k;x0Þ≃ 3

πω2jμj2 ITMðω;k;x0Þδ2k; ð3Þ

187 where ITMðω;k;x0Þ includes the contributions of the
188 NSOM tip and the Bragg mirror and δ2k≃ ðω=cÞ2πr2.

189Partial PSP LDOS associated with two SP directions can
190be simultaneously recorded by means of the two collection
191fibers while scanning the tip over the metal film, as
192illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a). Figures 3(a) and 3(b)
193show the PSP-LDOS measurements obtained by scanning
194the tip over the structure focus and associated with the
195directions (1) and (2) depicted in Fig. 1(a), i.e., the
196directions where SPs are strongly reflected or weakly
197transmitted along the symmetry axis of the parabolas. In
198Fig. 3(a), a strong contrast near the focus is observed,
199revealing that δρPSP LDOSðω;k1;x0Þ is strongly position
200dependent in this configuration due to the efficient SP
201collimation occurring with the source near the parabola
202focus [see Fig. 2(a)]. Conversely, δρPSP LDOSðω;k2;x0Þ in
203Fig. 3(b) appears rather flat away from the grooves and
204does not depend on x0, in agreement with the fact that no
205SP collimation occurs in direction (2) [see Fig. 2(a)].
206Theoretical maps of δρSP LDOSðω;k1;x0Þ and
207δρSP LDOSðω;k2;x0Þ are depicted in the insets of
208Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. For simplification, we
209modeled only one parabolic slit. The main features for each
210direction are very well reproduced by the simulations.
211δρSP LDOSðω;k1;x0Þ features a maximum of intensity
212localized at the focus point of the parabola surrounded
213by fringes, while δρSP LDOSðω;k2;x0Þ remains flat, in
214agreement with the experimental images.

F3:1FIG. 3. (a),(b) Experimental partial PSP LDOS of the parabolic
F3:2structures with an aperture NSOM tip in the classical regime for
F3:3the collections in regions 1 and 2 of Fig. 2(a), respectively. The
F3:4white arrow on the top-right corner indicates the collection
F3:5direction. (Insets) Simulated partial PSP LDOS, scale bar
F3:6200 nm. The closest parabola to the focus point is represented
F3:7by the white dashed curve. (c),(d) Experimental partial PSP
F3:8LDOS obtained in the direct plane after k filtering with a
F3:9collection fiber of 200 and 50 μm diameter, respectively. The

F3:10bottom insets in (c) and (d) show a k-filtered direct-plane image,
F3:11with the corresponding collection area, taking into account the
F3:12X100 magnification of the optical setup. White circle in inset (c),
F3:132 μm diameter; black circle in inset (d), 500 nm diameter. The top
F3:14inset in (c) is a simulation of the total PSP LDOS.
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215 A similar experiment is performed with discretized
216 parabolas made of milled nanoholes (with the diameter
217 d ¼ 200 nm). The separation between adjacent holes in a
218 given parabola is fixed at λSPP. We show in Fig. 4(a) a
219 transmission image when the aperture tip is located at
220 500 nm of the surface. We observe a defect in the metal
221 forming a single nanohole near the focus point of the
222 parabolas. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) present the partial PSP-
223 LDOS measurements obtained by recording downward and
224 upward plasmons, respectively. We see, in the first case, the
225 same features as for the continuous parabolas of Fig. 3, i.e.,
226 a bright spot on the focus point, demonstrating that SPs are
227 strongly reflected by the structure in the downward
228 direction. Moreover, the effect of this collimation is so
229 intense that the defect has no influence at all. Looking at the
230 second partial PSP-LDOS measurement in Fig. 4(c), we
231 see, as with the continuous parabolas, a rather flat evolution
232 of the intensity. However, we can additionally observe an
233 effect of the nanohole, demonstrating a kind of “hyperbolic
234 shadowing” that results from interference between different
235 SP contributions. The partial PSP LDOS of such a nano-
236 hole, approximated as a single dipole, has been simulated
237 using the analytical method presented before. The resulting
238 calculated image is shown in Fig. 4(d). The qualitative
239 features—i.e., the hyperbolic shadowing—observed in
240 Fig. 4(c) are again reproduced by our model.
241 Moreover, the above experiments can be analyzed using
242 Lorentz’s reciprocity theorem [34], which helps us to
243 understand the images features. Indeed, this theorem has
244 been intensively studied in the case of electromagnetic
245 waves [34–36]. It plays a central role in nano-optics to
246 describe and connect various NSOM and LDOS measure-
247 ments [14,35,36]. In our case, the tip radially excites SPs
248 which can be reflected by the structures. While the structure

249is scanned, the SPs emitted and reflected along one precise
250direction are collected. Applying the reciprocity theorem to
251this measurement amounts to exciting the structure with a
252(nearly perfect) plasmonic plane wave, coming from the
253actual collection direction. Finally, to complete the reci-
254procity, we have to imagine a NSOM tip in the detection
255mode that probes the plasmonic field above the chosen
256area. For parabolas, the plane wave would excite dipoles all
257along the slits, themselves exciting waves that would
258constructively interfere at the focus point. If we could scan
259a NSOM tip in detection mode over this area, we should
260obtain images very similar to what is measured in PSP
261LDOS (a problem which was recently analyzed using a
262NSOM in the detection mode [37]). For a single-hole
263structure, we would have a plane wave that excites a single
264dipole, creating a circular wave. The interference pattern
265obtained between a plane wave and a circular wave is
266typically the one obtained in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), showing
267that the reciprocity theorem can be applied in this case.
268It is worth emphasizing that previous LDOS measure-
269ments using NSOMs mapped the full spectrum of radiative
270components emitted by the tip [9,10,13,14], sometimes
271after filtering to keep only the “forbidden” light compo-
272nents [8,9,11,26,27]. Here, however, the issue is to reach
273enough resolution in the Fourier plane to define and map
274properly the partial PSP LDOS associated with specific
275wave vectors k. Reaching sufficient resolution is essential
276for our method to be able to select a restricted part of the
277SP ring in order to map the PSP LDOS near the parabola
278focus with a very good resolution. To confirm this belief,
279we implement a forbidden light-LDOS measurement by
280mapping in the direct plane the total intensity emitted by the
281tip and using a k filter in the Fourier plane that removes
282components corresponding to NA < 1. Figures 3(c)
283and 3(d) show two such LDOS maps obtained with two
284different collection-fiber diameters. The rather flat signal
285confirms, in agreement with the theory [see the inset of
286Fig. 3(c)], that integration and averaging over the different
287available SP channels cancel the LDOS sensitivity to the tip
288position and demonstrate that the k resolution considered
289in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) is crucial for successful PSP-LDOS
290mapping.
291The above experiments have a simple physical inter-
292pretation, and what we show is that there is actually no
293backaction from the reflected plasmons on the excitation
294dipole, whatever its position. This absence of backaction
295is indeed critical for the PSP-LDOS measurement since
296the PSP LDOS is defined for a fixed-dipole moment.
297Clearly, this assumption would not be correct if the tip
298were near the slits. However, for points near the focus,
299which are relevant here, we expect that the tip is not too
300disturbed by the structure. Here, the SP signal reflected by
301the mirror and coming back on the tip could affect, in turn,
302the tip emission, and this situation is monitored in our
303experiment by detecting photons emitted near the tip

F4:1 FIG. 4. (a) Unfiltered direct plane NSOM and (b),(c) partial
F4:2 PSP-LDOS images of discretized slits forming a parabolic Bragg
F4:3 mirror that includes a nanometric defect near the focus point. The
F4:4 right arrow in the top-right corner in (b),(c) indicates the
F4:5 collection direction. [Inset in (b)] Enlargement of the focus
F4:6 point, scale bar 500 nm. (d) Simulation of PSP-LDOS images
F4:7 (c) with the nanohole only.
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304 [see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The collection fiber conjugated
305 with the sample plane discriminates against those useful
306 photons from the background and those coming from the
307 structure. Here, the collection fiber is represented by a
308 circular collection area centered on the dipole. The
309 measurement has been done with a 200-μm (50-μm)
310 collection fiber, shown in Fig. 3(c) [Fig. 3(d)]. The inset
311 in each figure shows the collection area, taking into
312 account the magnification of the setup, compared to the
313 filtered direct-plane image of the tip. In both cases, we see
314 that the signal remains nearly constant when the tip is far
315 away from the slit, apart from very slight modulations.
316 Therefore, the emitting power of the tip is unchanged
317 when we scan the structure, including in the region of
318 interest, i.e., around the focus point.

319 III. APPLICATION IN THE QUANTUM REGIME

320 We now are in position to turn on to the quantum regime
321 of SP excitation. We show in Fig. 5(c) the corresponding
322 PSP-LDOS measurement with the NV-based probe excited
323 at 532 nm, revealing the same features as in Fig. 3(b). We
324 emphasize that the concept of PSP LDOS remains valid in
325 the quantum regime. Indeed, above an area far from the
326 slits, the effective dipole associated with the tip is not
327 significantly disturbed by the SP-reflected field and there-
328 fore remains independent of its position. This result is

329confirmed by Fig. 3(d), which shows that the NSOM tip
330intensity remains constant along the plane surface, i.e., far
331from the slits. Moreover, for the quantum system, the NVs
332used as quantum emitters are in a saturation regime so that
333the emitted power remains constant [21].
334An elaborated configuration is implemented in the
335quantum regime to be able to measure the quantum
336correlation function gð2ÞðτÞ when the ND is located at
337the focus point above gold. The signal being very weak in
338the previous configuration, acquiring a gð2ÞðτÞ function by
339leaving the NV-based tip in a near-field height above the
340focus point for hours would be very challenging. Therefore,
341we directly deposit the ND at the focus point to excite it
342with the tip from the far field. The precise dropoff of the
343ND is assisted by a supplementary slit 4 μm long and
344150 nm wide passing through the focal point and aligned
345with the parabola axis. Figure 5(a) presents a scan of this
346structure with the active tip retracted to the far field. With
347this tip, we catch a ND hosting 17� 1 NV centers [top
348chart of Fig. 5(e): gð2ÞðτÞ acquired above glass, showing an
349antibunching] and then release it at the focus point [the
350inset of Fig. 5(a) shows a zoom of the slit containing the
351ND after deposition].
352In the Fourier plane image of Fig. 5(b), we still observe a
353strong SP collimation in the downward direction. The
354pattern here looks different, showing that the ND is slightly
355shifted away from the focus point [see the inset of
356Fig. 5(a)]. However, we are able to collect a large part
357of the collimated signal with a 200-μm-core collection fiber
358[the white circle in Fig. 5(b)]. The signal is strong enough
359to allow for a gð2ÞðτÞ measurement [the bottom chart of
360Fig. 5(e)]. An antibunching dip is seen, confirming that the
361quantum signature of the NVs has been conserved after the
362plasmonic propagation [22,23]. By scanning the structure
363in this configuration, we see in Fig. 5(d) a bright spot when
364the ND is excited. By fitting the gð2ÞðτÞ curves with a three-
365level model [38], we can extract the intrinsic photophysical
366parameters. The quantum efficiency Q on the glass isQg ¼
3670.40 and increases to Qf ¼ 0.63 when the ND is located at
368the focus point. Therefore, the metallic structure has a
369strong effect on the emitter photodynamics [1,32,39].

370IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

371In this article, we introduce the concept of PSP LDOS. In
372analogy with its previously demonstrated capability of
373imaging LSP LDOS in confined corrals [11], we propose
374an effective way to map the PSP LDOS of a parabolic
375Bragg collimator by means of a NSOM and a k-resolved
376LRM. Our scheme is tractable on any planar structure on a
377thin metal film. Using a quantum emitter and the very high
378contrast and resolution of our method, we are able to
379measure the quantum PSP LDOS and the correlation
380function gð2ÞðτÞ, and to build a fully integrated quantum
381plasmonic collimator by controlling the deposition of

F5:1 FIG. 5. Deposition of the ND at the focus point of confocal
F5:2 parabolas. (a) NSOM image with the tip retracted (500 nm), with
F5:3 a ND hosting 17 NV centers. The parabolas are the same as they
F5:4 were previously, but with an additional 4-μm-long slit milled
F5:5 through the focus point. (Inset) The ND is deposited on the slit.
F5:6 Scale bar, 2 μm. (b) Fourier-plane image when the deposited ND
F5:7 is excited. (c) Experimental quantum partial SP LDOS of the
F5:8 parabolas without an additional slit with the NV-based tip.
F5:9 (d) Scan on the structure with the deposited ND while collecting

F5:10 the Fourier plane in the area marked by the white circle in (b).
F5:11 (e) gð2ÞðτÞ functions of the ND (top chart) above glass and
F5:12 (bottom chart) after a dropoff in gold.
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382 quantum emitters near the focus of the structure, where
383 the PSP LDOS reaches its maximum. It is worth noting
384 that this quantum plasmonic device is excitable in the
385 far field using a laser source, thereby paving the way for
386 many applications in the bottom-up development and
387 optimization of quantum integrated devices involving
388 SPs and quantum emitters. For instance, in addition to
389 be well suited to probe the photodynamics of quantum
390 emitters coupled to plasmonics systems, this method
391 could definitely be useful in the frame of plasmon
392 entanglement studies [40,41] and quantum nanophotonic
393 circuitry [1,22,42].
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